Wanted Poster Rubric

Required Information:

1) First, middle, and last name: /10  
2) One sentence explaining why your scientist is famous: /10  
3) A picture of your scientist: /10  
4) Date of birth: /10  
5) City and country of birth: /10  
6) Specific location where he/she conducted their work: /10  
7) Date of death/or age: /10  
8) 3-5 sentences summarizing your scientist’s accomplishments in your own words: /15

5 of following:

1) A quote about science by your scientist: /10  
2) Additional pictures of your scientist: /10  
3) A picture of what they worked on: /10  
4) Educational background: /10  
5) Any additional jobs held by the scientist outside of the science field: /10  
6) Family information: /10  
7) List 3 events that happened in history when this scientist became famous: /10  
8) The name(s) of other scientist(s) that your scientist worked with: /10  
9) Has anything been named after your scientist: /10

Design:

1) printed on 8 ½ x 11 paper: /15  
2) name of scientist clearly visible: /10  
3) “Wanted” theme is followed: /15  
4) Computer created or neatly written in pen or marker: /15  
5) Name on bottom right corner: /10

Total points _____/200

This project is due no later than May 3rd! If you know you are going to be absent, turn it in early.
😊